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Communicating Your
Way Through
Family Conflicts

Hello everyone!
Do you remember we discussed about the different feelings in
our March 2022 issue? Every feeling is normal and valid. Feelings
makes us aware of when things are going well and when things
are not. At times, certain feelings make us feel happy, grateful,
hopeless, angry, lonely or sad. Sometimes we may also feel
uncomfortable talking about our feelings or even worry about
how others may react to us. In this issue, we will continue to
explore the different feelings you may experience during family
conflict and how you can try to manage it.
Occasional family conflict is an unavoidable part of our everyday
life as family members are often required to interact with each
other regularly. When was the last time you had a conflict with
your family members? How did you feel? Did you come to a
realisation that at times, your actions may be misunderstood, or
even accidently cause hurt on your family? Therefore, it is
important that we try to communicate in a respectful manner in
order to help reduce family conflicts, and work towards peaceful
and acceptable resolutions.
If you would like to find more tips on fostering strong family
bonds, you can also check out our May 2021 issue — Building
Healthy Relationships with Your Family! Happy reading!
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What do families
disagree about?
Family conflict can happen when family members have different opinions or ideas than
others. Many different things can cause families to disagree. While family conflicts are
normal part of family life, prolonged disagreements or frequent arguments are certainly not
pleasant for anyone.
Bearing in mind that we are all humans with unique ideas, thoughts, and preferences,
therefore we may like doing things in a certain way and at our desired pace or order. As a
result, there may be times when you and another family member may have differing
opinions or disagree on how things are being done.
The following examples below are some common everyday issues that families frequently
disagree about. Can you think of a situation where you had a disagreement with your family
members? You can write them down in the blanks below.

Not meeting
parent’s
expectations
in school
grades

Having a messy room
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Not agreeing
on the
amount of time
allocated as television
or games time

Desiring
more
freedom
from parents

Not getting attention
from siblings

Failing to wake up in
time for
school
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examples of different types of
family conflicts
Family conflicts can happen between different combinations of family members, such as those
in the diagram below. Depending on which family members are involved and whether you are
directly involved in the conflict, each type of family conflict may require a different approach.

Directly involving you
Between you and your sibling
• When your sibling is trying to get your attention but you are busy
with something else at the moment
• When you and your sibling cannot agree on which activity to do
Between you and your parent
• When your parents’ expectations of you are different from your own
expectations of yourself e.g. they expect you to score higher than
you think you can
• When you think that you do not have enough freedom from your
parents to do what you want
Between you and your grandparent
• When you are trying to concentrate on a task but feel disturbed by
the sounds coming from your grandparent talking on their phone
or watching television
• When you get scolded by your grandparents for something you did
not do
Dealing with conflicts that directly involve you
Firstly, try to cool down and understand what caused the conflict to happen between you and
another family member. Identify how the conflict is making you feel, and also try to think
about how your family member is feeling as well. They are likely to be experiencing negative
feelings too.
Then, find a good time to communicate your thoughts and feelings to the family member and
also allow them to tell you how they feel about the disagreement. Next, discuss what changes
you both want to see and propose some solutions to establish a win-win situation or reach an
agreement about future actions.
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examples of different types of
family conflicts
NOT Directly involving you
Between parents
• When your parents are quarrelling with each other about issues
like money, jobs, other family members, or health issues
• When your parents are ignoring each other and misunderstandings
happen due to the lack of communication
Between parent and grandparent
• When your parent and grandparent disagree on issues such as
parenting roles
• When your parent is a caregiver for your grandparent who is ill and
everyone is feeling stressed
Between parent and sibling
• When your older sibling wants more freedom than your parents are
giving them
• When your sibling feels that your parents are unfair by treating the
other children better

Dealing with conflicts that do not directly involve you
First and foremost, do not blame yourself for conflicts that happen between
other family members. Many factors may have caused the conflict, and they
may have nothing to do with you. Understand that their conflict is beyond
your control. Give your family members some time and space to resolve the
conflict on their own, and avoid being dragged into their disagreements.
Be sensitive to your family members’ feelings after the disputes and show your
concern for them individually. Most importantly, if you find yourself negatively
affected by what is happening at home, find healthy outlets for your feelings
instead of keeping them all inside. Examples of a healthy outlet are engaging in
your favourite hobbies or talking to someone about how you feel.
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How does a family
conflict looks like?
Below are some examples of what our personal thoughts, actions
and body signals can look like in a family conflict. Can you think of
other responses that your family members may have during family
conflict? You can write or draw in the speech bubbles below!

“She’s making me sad,
I hate her!”

• Unfriendly body
posture
• Crossed arms
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• Raised voices
• Angry facial expressions
• Glaring eyes

• Sweating
• Quick breathing
and heart rate
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I’m angry...
Experiencing negative feelings are just as important as positive ones. It is normal to feel
angry when we experience great disappointment or when we are forced to do something
we do not want to do. It is just as important that you understand that it is OK to have
disagreements with family members and you can still appreciate and respect them. Do not
let those negative feelings build up and linger in your hearts and minds.
What happens when one is angry? Anger makes our heart work harder and pump
blood faster to the rest of our body. Our muscles get more tense as the blood flow to it
increases. We may start breathing faster and you might feel like you want to scream at the
person who angered you or throw things on the floor.
People get angry for many reasons. Sometimes you may feel angry if you feel that your
parents did not treat you fairly or if your sibling had picked on you. Other times we feel
angry with ourselves when we let ourselves down. When we are angry, it can be difficult to
remain calm and think rationally. Remember, instead of letting anger overcome you, it is
best to pause and think before saying or doing something that you may regret in the future.

Deep Breathing

Journaling

Get creative

Breathing deeply allows you
to feel calmer and more
relaxed. Feeling calm helps
you make better decisions
especially during family
conflict. As you take a deep
breathe in, count ONE...
TWO... THREE... FOUR... FIVE.
Now breathe out and count
ONE... TWO... THREE...
FOUR... FIVE.

Journaling has many
positive health benefits.
Writing about our anger can
help lower the intensity of
our feelings and reduce
stress. With lower levels of
stress, our moods generally
improve. Journaling also
allows us to become more
aware of our feelings and
thoughts.

Some people prefer to
express their feelings
through drawing rather than
writing. Using art to express
one’s feelings can be
calming. Try creating an art
journal in which you may
draw, paint or create a
collage.
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Can you think of any more ideas?
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I’m sad...
Our feelings can be like the weather. Feelings can be
temporary and unpredictable, just like the passing
clouds, light rain or the glaring sun.
You have probably felt varying degrees of sadness at one time or
another. Perhaps your sibling did not want to play a game together with
you or perhaps you overheard a heated argument between your
parents. Sadness is like a rain cloud. It feels heavy and it looks grey.
When you are sad, your smile goes away and there will be times when you feel
helpless and feel like crying. These are normal reactions. It is perfectly OK to feel
sad and cry. However, always remember that you can talk about your feelings to
your family members, friends or a trusted adult. Talking about your feelings can
make you feel better. When you are sad, there are things you can do to
feel better. This includes listening to music, going for a walk or dancing
around. Do an activity that can put you in a happy mood.
We are all thankful for many things in life. You can feel thankful for your family, favourite
meals, friends or toys. When you are feeling sad, try to keep these things in mind. It may
help ease your sadness and take your mind off the pain you are feeling for a moment.
Close your eyes and take a deep breath. Imagine something that makes you feel better and
thankful. Draw a picture or make a list of things you are thankful for in the box below.

List of things you are thankful for
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Taking the bird’s eye view
Sometimes when you are caught in the middle of a thunderstorm, what you can
see are only the grey clouds. Similarly, you may feel overwhelmed with negative
feelings when family conflicts take place. What happens next?
The general rule of thumb is not to allow the current family conflict erase away the good
memories of your family. You can prevent this by taking the bird’s eye view of the situation.
Fill in the boxes below to help you to take a bird’s eye view of your family relationships so
that you have an overall view of your family’s shared experiences. Try not to let the current
conflict define your impression of your family.

Past family conflict:

Happy family moment:

Resolution of past
family conflict:

Happy family moment:

Current family conflict:
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Practising good
communication skills
Communication is a two-way street – follow the traffic rules!
Imagine that you are driving a car and travelling along the street of communication to
deliver a message to someone’s house! There will also be cars going in the opposite
direction to deliver a message to your house. As described, you can regard
communication as a two-way street where we express ourselves and also listen to what
others have to say.
During your travel, observe the traffic rules by keeping a lookout for traffic lights and
road signs! We can deliver messages more effectively along the road of communication
when we follow good communication skills such as those below:
Definitely not a good time
for communication – No
go! (Example situation:
your family members
appear to be in a bad
mood or rushing to go
somewhere)

Not sure if it is a good time
for communication – Ask if
you can talk to them!
(Example situation: you
heard that your family
members are facing some
challenges now)

A good time for
communication – Go
ahead! (Example situation:
your family members
appear relaxed and in a
good mood)

Talk clearly and slowly
(Example situation: your
family members look
confused as though they
do not understand you)

Check that others
understand you before
continuing (Example
situation: you have a lot to
say and it may be
complicated)

Actively listen to what
others have to say
(Example situation: your
family members started
speaking)

Be aware of dangers
ahead and phrase your
words carefully when
approaching sensitive
topics (Example situation:
your family members do
not like to talk about
certain topics)

Prepare beforehand
what you want to say
(Example situation: you
would like to persuade
your family members to
make some changes)

Focus on future solutions
instead of past problems
(Example situation: your
family members do not
like to keep bringing up
the past problems)
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Get ready
your
cashcard
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Decisions, decisions…
who, what, where, when, and how
of communication!
Do you want to practise good communication skills but you are not sure how to get
started? Here is a chart with 4 decision points to come up with a plan for communication!
1. Decide who you want to speak to
• Who are the family members directly involved in the family conflict?
• Who can help to resolve the family conflict?
E.g. Parent, guardian, grandparent, sibling, auntie/uncle, teacher, and school
counsellor
2. Decide how and where you want to communicate to them
• Talking face-to-face is a fast and informative method as you can both read
each other’s facial expressions and body language.
• Decide on the location to have the conversation. E.g. in your
family members’ room, in the living room, out at a cafe
• Writing a letter or a note is a slower but reflective method as you can both
write and digest the information at your own time and pace.
• Decide on where to leave the note for your family member. E.g. on the
desk, on the mirror, under their phone
• Sending text messages is a convenient method that allows for some space as
you and your family members can receive messages anytime and anywhere
without being in physical contact with each other.
• You can also consider other methods of communication like making video call
or chatting during online gaming.
3. Decide when is a good time to talk to them
• When are they usually free to talk and in a better mood?
• How long do you think the conversation will take?
E.g. during mealtimes, after dinner, on their non-working days, during a
family outing
4. Decide what you want to say
• What are your thoughts and feelings, and what may they be thinking or feeling?
• What will you like them to do?

The template below can help you to phrase your words:
I feel (name the feeling) because (event that happened). I hope that (name the
change you would like to see) and I would like you to (what you would like
them to do).
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If the conflict is still not resolved
Sometimes, serious family conflicts may drag on for many days or even months. And
you may discover that there will be occasions that you are not able to resolve the
family conflict on your own. In some cases, fixing the family relationship may take a
long process.

Seek help from others
As a child, you may feel helpless about what you can do to resolve family
conflicts especially if they do not involve you directly. Try talking to your
siblings or trusted adults such as your parents, grandparents, aunties and
uncles, who have more life experience than you. Alternatively, you can
approach your teacher or school counsellor for some advice.

If you cannot solve the problem, help
yourself to feel beTTer
Understand that some things are simply out of your
control and you cannot change how other people
behave. However, you can control how you feel and
respond to the situation. Take some time every day for
self-care by playing your favourite games or journaling,
talking to others etc. Keep doing these until you feel
better during a difficult situation.

Keep yourself safe
If a family conflict leads to violence and you find yourself
in danger, call the Police at 999 for immediate
assistance and hide in a safe place in the house.
Afterwards, inform trusted adults like your teacher or
school counsellor about what had happened so that
they can support you.
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ASK TINKLE FRIEND
In this segment, Tinkle Friend will answer questions that are commonly
asked by children in Singapore. Some of you might have similar
questions and we hope that it will be answered in this segment!

My younger brother keeps annoying me everyday!
Sometimes I get so frustrated that I hit him back
and we end up in a fight… and then my parents
only scold me but not him. It’s so unfair!

It sounds like you feel frustrated about being annoyed by your
younger brother and you feel that your parents are not being fair
as well. Ask yourself the following questions: How would you like
your younger brother to behave instead? What would you like
your parents to do about this conflict with your younger brother?
Try to talk things through with your brother and parents, and also
hear them out. Work towards an agreement with one another on
what would be best for you and your family.

I am very worried that my parents will divorce… they
keep quarrelling and sometimes I hear them mention my
name. I think that they are quarrelling because of me.

It sounds like the atmosphere at home is tense and you are
worried about what is going to happen next. There are many
reasons why parents quarrel, including reasons such as their
work, money, their parents, how to be a good parent and so on.
Give them some time and space to work out their own
disagreements. After they have calmed down, you may wish to
let your parents know how you are feeling and share with them
your concerns.
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In the next issue, we will be exploring...

Good Values

Need to talk to someone?
Helpline

Online Chat

1800 2744 788
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